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Abstract
 The aim of this thesis was to introduce the 2004 study by Teipel et al. on visualization in judo and discuss its 
application within Japanese judo. The discussion focused on the possible application of this study to coaching and 
coaching research in Japanese judo. The study in German was titled “Cognitive Representation of Techniques by Youth 
and Adult Judo Practitioners”. Using introductory, main and end phases of a judo technique, it studied the image judo 
practitioners have of their own movements using the 10 point visualization Likert scale. The techniques used in the 
study were tsuri-goshi, osoto-gari and ouchi-gari to tai-otoshi (a combination technique). There were one hundred and 
ﬁfty German judo practitioners participating in the study, consisting of both males and females from youth and adult age 
groups. The various phases of the various techniques were compiled and comparisons of movement visualization were 
made.
 In this thesis, we have translated the questionnaires from the original study into Japanese to enable the study of 
technique, movement visualization by Japanese judo practitioners in addition to presenting the results of the German 
study. We also discussed the beneﬁts of this study to instruction and research in Japanese judo and the possible relation to 
developmental research. This included the possible scrutiny of the judo practitioner’s consciousness of their techniques 
from a phenomenological kinesiology viewpoint.
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表 2-1（大外刈の準備局面の特徴） 表 2-2（大外刈の主要局面の特徴）
表 2-3（大外刈の終末局面の特徴） 表 3-2（連続技大内刈－体落主要局面の特徴）
表 3-1（連続技大内刈－体落の準備局面の特徴） 表 3-3（連続技大内刈－体落の終局面の特徴）
